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Festival Gender neutral housing comes to Bryant
of Lights,
a history
By Sara Elder
Editorial Assistant

By Migena Dulaj
Contributing Writer
“Before we leave to go
light the Christmas tree,
take a moment to look up
and notice the bright candle
lights shining in the glass
ceiling” President Matchley
said.
When I applied to universities my senior year of high
school, I always wanted to
visit them in person. No
matter how great they
looked to me on paper, I
had to see them for myself
because the feeling you have
when you are in an environment is completely different
from the paper in your
hands.
When I came to Bryant,
my sister came with me and
she could not stop talking
about it as she was a senior
here at that time. The one
thing she would always talk
about was the Festival of
Lights because she was part
of the Student Alumni Association. At the time I did not
really understand what all
the hype was about; all the
upperclassmen I asked said
they could not wait for Festival of Lights.
The morning of Festival
of Lights, I finally understood as my expectations for
the event were exceeded. All
day I helped take pictures of
Santa and Mrs. Klaus and
being higher up on the platform I could see the entire
Roto. The area was filled
with people enjoying the
holiday spirit with friends
and professors.
That night I had to go to
the Roto again to help put
together the candles being
used for the celebration. I
could not possibly imagine
what this would be like. Finally, it was seven and I was
passing out candles to the
students who crowded the
Roto. There was no room to
even walk around and soon
the Matchleys came and
joined us. There were chairs
set up for the carolers and
for the special guests light-

See Festival of Lights,
page 5

Following in the footsteps of nearly
100* other schools in the United States
(including all 8 Ivy League schools),
Bryant University has decided to oﬀer
gender neutral housing as a limited
option starting in the Fall 2012 semester. Gender neutral housing will allow
students of diﬀerent genders to share a
dorm room.
Gender neutral housing is still controversial in universities across the
country. Until the suicide of Tyler
Clemente in late 2010, Rutgers University denied proposals for this type of
housing several years in a row. Immediately after his death, the administration approved a pilot program for
gender neutral housing during the
2011-2012 school year. Shortly after,
Princeton and Yale University approved similar programs, making them Hall 17 will be the new home to gender neutral housing in the Fall of 2012.(Sara Elder)
the last two Ivies to do so.
Bryant’s initiative is beginning with as many as three suites in Hall 17. Residence Life Director John Denio says Hall 17 was
chosen as a starting site because there are two bathrooms in each suite and that they “would let the students decide how to designate [them].” The suite locations will be chosen after giving squatters ﬁrst choice. The housing process for these suites will be
completed through a separate process than regular housing, but will also take place on the myBryant Housing Portal.
Students who would like to live in a gender neutral suite must be in full groups of 6 (to ﬁll suites of 3 doubles in Hall 17) to
apply. The application process will be similar to that of SAFE housing last semester. This is not being oﬀered to ﬁrst-year students, though options for seniors in townhouses are being considered for the future.
See Housing, page 5

Who will be the next Mr. Bryant
Come see the competition to be held tonight in the MAC!

The Mr. Bryant contestants from top left to right: Chirayu Patel, Sean Martell, Harris Roberts, Tyler Pepe, Josh Grolman. From Bottom: Tiago Marinho, David Hurley, Mike Bennett, Mike Aisenberg, Dave Zastrow (Emma MacDougall)

See Mr. Bryant 2011, pg 2
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7:00pm
Bryant Players
present ‘It’s a
Wonderful Life’,
Janikies

7:00pm
Bryant Players
present ‘It’s a
Wonderful Life’,
Janikies

Sunday

Monday

4

2:00pm
Bryant Players
present ‘It’s a
Wonderful Life’,
Janikies

8:00pm
Mr. Bryant, MAC

5

1:00pm
Bryant Chamber
Ensemble Holiday
Concert, Interfaith Center
3:30pm
French Coﬀee
Hour, Rotunda

If you need to contact The Archway or any staff member, please feel
free to use the contact information listed below.
The Archway
Bryant University, Box 7
1150 Douglas Pike
Smithfield, RI 02917
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www.bryantarchway.com
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We welcome your comments and submissions on editorials, articles, or topics of
importance to you. Only letters including author's name, and phone number will be
considered for publication (phone numbers will not be printed, they are for verification purposes only).
Letters to the Editor of 300 words or fewer will have the best chance of being
published. Also, except in extraordinary circumstances, we will not print submissions exceeding 500 words. All submissions are printed at the discretion of the
newspaper staff. The Archway staff reserves the right to edit for length, accuracy,
clarity, and libelous material.
Letters and submissions must be submitted electronically. Bryant University
community members can email submissions to: archway@bryant.edu. Letters and
articles can also be given to The Archway on disk. They can be left in The Archway
drop box on the third floor of the Bryant Center or disks can be mailed through
campus mail to box 7.
The deadline for all submissions is by 5 p.m. on the Monday prior to publication
(for a complete production schedule, contact The Archway office). Late submissions will be accepted at the discretion of The Archway staff and more than likely
will be held until the next issue.
Members of the Bryant community are welcome to take one copy of each edition of The Archway for free. If you are interested in purchasing multiple copies for
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9:00am
Sterling Silver for
Less vendor,
Bryant Center
7:00pm
Community Service Oﬃce Gingerbread House
Buildoﬀ, South

Wednesday

Thursday

7

8

12:00pm
Music for Advent
and Christmas,
Interfaith Center

6:00pm
Acoustic Open
Mic Night, Bryant
Center Heritage
8:30pm
Big Bingo, MAC

Bulldog Bulletin

Location: Bryant Center, 3rd floor
Phone: (401) 232-6028
(401) 232-6488
Fax: (401) 232-6710

Tuesday

Actuarial Association: General Meetings, Wednesdays 2:00pm, in Bryant Center 2A/2B!
The Archway: Writers’ Meetings, Mondays 4:30pm, Bryant Center Room 2A/B!
Bryant Chamber Ensemble: Open Rehearsals, Mondays 6:15pm, Interfaith Center West Room!
Bryant Players: General Meetings, Tuesdays 5:00pm, South Dining Hall
C.E.O: General meetings, Thursdays at 5:30pm in Room 2C of the Bryant Center!
Christian Fellowship: Thursdays, 7pm in the Interfaith Center West Room!
Colleges Against Cancer: Meetings, Wednesdays at 3:00pm, Bryant Center 2C!
H.E.A.L: General meetings, 3:00pm in room 2A of the Bryant center. "Come join us at Health Education
Awareness Leaders (H.E.A.L) as we discuss and participate in activities that involve responsible drinking,
safe sex, and the overall health and wellness of the student body here at Bryant."
SIFE: General Meetings, Mondays at 5:00pm in Papitto!
SPB: General Meetings, Mondays at 4:30pm, South

Want to see more people at your meetings or events?
Advertise for FREE through the news feed or calendar.
Email your club/org’s information to archway@bryant.edu

Bryant CEO to Mr. Bryant Competition 2011
hold conference
From page 1

By Anthony Constantine
Contributing Writer
From Friday February 3, 2012 – Saturday February 4, 2012
Bryant University and the best Collegiate Entrepreneur Organization (CEO) chapter in the nation will be hostingthe ﬁrst annual Bryant University New England Entrepreneurship
Conference (BUNEEC) in the George E. Bello Center.
CEO is looking to take a diﬀerent approach towards a
forum/workshop that helps aspiring entrepreneurs and students make their dreams a reality. Listening to the success stories of dozens of developed entrepreneurs is extremely
inspirational, but we believe many details of exactly how their
success came about are left out. With a passionate desire to
spread entrepreneurship, CEO plans to provide attendees with
‘how-to’ workshops teaching speciﬁc skill sets necessary to
launch a business idea.
Workshops will include interactive sessions taught by entrepreneurs and professionals in their ﬁelds of expertise or a skill
they found necessary in their start up. These workshops will be
consulting based, and hands on, with experts such as lawyers,
web developers, accountants, and marketing gurus to help
teach speciﬁc skills in a small group setting. Using your laptop
to physically create a website, or speaking to an ESQ about the
various legal elements of a startup are just some of the exciting
sessions that are planned.
There are some great speakers lined up and the event will
be emceed by Duane Spires. Duane is the founder and President of Extreme Youth Sports (http://www.extremeyouthsports.com) and a dynamic motivational speaker who has the
ability to inspire all types of audiences. He has spoken to thousands of people across the United States who want a more successful life, business, and career. His unique approach is
something you surely do not want to miss as he helps people
every step of the way to craft an event that is sure to exceed expectations and reach goals.
Space is limited. Seats are going quickly. Register today at
http://bryantceo.eventbrite.com
Tickets for Bryant Students cost $25.00 and can be purchased until January 27, 2012. All others must register by December 15, 2011 in order to get early-bird prices of $65.00. This
price includes the ticket that will allow entry and it provides
dinner and lunch.

By Emma MacDougall
Co-Producer, Mr. Bryant Competition

On December 2nd, 2011 the 12th annual
Mr. Bryant will take place in the MAC. Every
year 10 very conﬁdent and proud contestants
compete to become the next Mr. Bryant. This
year’s contestants include: Mike Aisenberg ’14,
Mike Bennet ’13, Josh Grolman ’12, David
Hurley ’13, Tiago Marinho ’15, Sean Martell
‘12, Chirayu Patel ’12, Tyler Pepe ’12, Harris
Roberts ’14, and David Zastrow ’12.
Five Bryant “celebrity” judges will have a
tough decision this year when choosing which
contestant will follow last year’s winner Eric
MacCarthy ’12. Eric MacCarthy will also be an
emcee for the show along with Tyler Brum ’13,
Professor Amber Day, and a secret emcee that
will be revealed the night of the show.
The show consists of three rounds of judging, the ﬁrst includes casual wear, talent, and
formal wear; the second includes question and
answer; and the last round consists of a ﬁnal
question and answer. The contestants also participate in an opening dance that was choreographed by Maria Fontana ‘12 and Chelsea
Greene ’12 of Velocity.
Every year the Mr. Bryant Committee picks
a charity to which all of the proceeds from
ticket sales, donations, and other sales go. This
year, to go along with the Disney/Prince
Charming theme, the committee decided on
the Make a Wish Foundation. The committee
and contestants have been working hard to
raise more money than ever before.
Earlier in October, the ten contestants partook in a “Fill the Crown” fundraiser, in which
they raised over $200 in 4 hours. They also
participated in a Challenge Day on November
18th in which they competed in mini challenges, including running around in high
heels and collecting donations from their
friends in the Rotunda. Also this year, the Mr.

Bryant committee got creative and decided to
make a 2012 calendar of all of the contestants
that was on sale during ticket sales and will be
sold again during the show. The calendar is hilarious, and has been a fun way to raise money
for the charity.
“Mr. Bryant in the end is really all about the
charity,” say Co-Producer Matt Dutkiewicz
’12, “not one dime that is given for ticket sales
or calendar sales go toward SPB or the Mr.
Bryant committee; all of it is going to the Make
a Wish Foundation.” Producers Matt Duckiewicz’12 and Emma MacDougall ’12 are
proud of all the hard work that the committee
has put into the show. “The dedication of our
committee and our contestants really makes
this process worthwhile. Without such amazing committee members, Matt and I would be
so lost,” stated Emma MacDougall.
Tickets and calendars are being sold for $3
in the Rotunda before the show and $5 at the
door. If you buy a ticket you can purchase a
calendar for $3. Without a ticket, calendars are
$5. The doors open to the MAC on Friday at
7:30pm and the show starts at 8pm. Make sure
to get your tickets to see the contestants compete and to ﬁnd out who will be the next Mr.
Bryant!
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Study Abroad Spotlight

Tupper’s Tidbits

Kalie Whitehouse

Tupper’s Top Five
Things to Occupy

Class of 2012
University: The University of Sydney
Location: Sydney, Australia
Partner: Arcadia
Semester Abroad: Spring 2011
Duration: February-June
Reason for going:
I decided to study abroad because I was
looking for a change. Being a junior at
Bryant, I wanted to experience something
new, and I was able to do that through the
study abroad program. I have never been
away from home for longer than a couple of
weeks, so I wanted to challenge myself to
see if I could live on my own. Also, why
not take advantage of such a great opportunity? I have always wanted to travel to Australia, so this was my chance.
Best experience/memory:
It is extremely difficult to pick my favorite experience because I had so many. If
I had to choose one, I would pick my trip to
Fiji. While I was there, I visited a traditional Fijian village. We were welcomed
into the village and were allowed to walk
around and take pictures. While I was
walking around, a mother came up to me
holding her daughter and asked if I could
take their picture, because she has never
had a picture of her baby. This experience

hit me hard, but it was also so rewarding
for me to see how people live around the
world and how much I take for granted.

How was the school different from Bryant
University?
The University of Sydney has around
50,000 students, so it was a nice change
from the 3,500 students at Bryant.
How did this experience change you?
My study abroad experience has made
me into such an independent person. It
gave me a new perspective on the world
and has made me interested in travelling
and experiencing new places and cultures.
Would you study abroad again given the
opportunity?
YES! I can easily say it was the best five
months of my life. I experienced so many
new things and made a lot of great friends
along the way. I know my memories from
Australia will stay with me for the rest of
my life. I would recommend studying
abroad to everyone I know; it was such a
great experience.

A day in the life of an RA
By Sara Larrabee
Staff Writer
“KNOCK! KNOCK!
KNOCK!” Outside my common room door are a few female residents searching for
trash bags and a vacuum.
Sometimes it seems as if that is
all students need resident assistants for, but becoming an
Resident Assistant is so much
more.
Role model, studious, fun,
caring, compassionate, helpful,
responsible, super-overly-involved, driven – these are
some of the characteristics that
I think of when trying to describe a resident assistant.
Upon completing the paper
application and the group and
individual interviews last February, it was a nail-biting couple of weeks before I received
the great news that I had been
chosen as a Resident Assistant
in the Lower Village for my
junior year. This was a position that I had wanted since
the middle of my Freshman
year when I experienced ﬁrsthand how much I looked up to

By Ironclad Tupper I

Funny cultural experience:
In Australia, green peppers are called
“capsicums.” When I went to a Subway
restaurant, I ordered peppers in my turkey
sandwich and the lady had no idea what I
was talking about. Instead of having green
peppers, she put a bunch of salt and pepper
on my sub. I made sure to not make that
mistake again!

my RA and how much fun she
had interacting with the other
ﬁrst-year students and planning programs for all of us.
The RA position is one that
is full of challenges, but reaps
so much more in rewards.
Each day I am pushed to be a
better leader and a more
proactive member of the
Bryant community while
being able to maintain my academics and build solid relationships with my residents
(shout out to everyone on the
3rd and 4th ﬂoors of Hall 4!!).
Being an RA is also about
being a team player. As an RA
I am a member of the 10-person Lower Village Staﬀ but
also of the entire Residence
Life Family – all 65 of us! We
meet as an entire staﬀ every
two weeks and it is great to see
everyone and have time to discuss on-campus
happenings/upcoming events
and have a small break from
the hectic lives we lead as college students.
I have developed great
friendships with other new
RAs and have strengthened
other friendships through this

position. I know that someone
will always have my back,
whether I’m stressed because
of an upcoming exam or if I
encounter a tough situation
while on duty. RAs create a
strong support system that
unites this campus and makes
it a safe and comfortable place
to live. Becoming an RA was
one of the best decisions I have
ever made; one I’m sure will
remain a highlight of my four
years here on campus.
We are all students pursuing our dreams and passions,
and I highly encourage anyone
who is interested in learning
more about how to become an
RA or what an RA does to
contact their own RA, as we
are a great source for all kinds
of information! Applications
will be available December 1st
and can either be ﬁlled out on
the Residence Life website or
picked up in the Residence
Life oﬃce (bottom of Hall 6).
The priority deadline is Dec
19th (day halls close) and all
apps are due no later than January 27th, 2012.

Who wouldn’t want to get close up to this face? (Christina
Senecal)

Occupy Wall Street
(#OWS) has been in the news
for a few months now. Usually, I try to avoid controversial issues, but it ﬁnally
dawned on me…I can use this
method to beneﬁt ME! I think
it’s time I get the mommies to
pay attention to me and MY
NEEDS! (I am obviously neglected!)
For this issue of The Archway, I present “Tupper’s Top
Five Things to Occupy.”
5. OFD – Occupy Food
Dish. Unless you’re a COMPLETE stranger, this should
come as no surprise. I want
more food. All the time. Can
you blame me, though? The
mommies cook me good stuﬀ
– turkey, lamb, salmon, and
veggies. It’s dish-licking
good!
4. OBB – Occupy Big Bed.
Some of you may know I have
my own bedroom at Mommy
Tina’s. In addition to my den
and play area, I have a big
hooman bed, too. A couple of
down comforters and a ﬂeece
blankie keep me cozy. Why
am I not allowed access to this
bed all the time? Actually, I
should have this bed amidst a
mob of people scratching me
and telling me how adorable I
am! Like Cleopatra…only
cuter.

allowed on the couch, though,
and I have problems getting
up there sometimes. Momma
says it’s like watching a toddler trying to climb on something. Not nice. And not fair!
2. OTB – Occupy Toy Box.
If we’ve been through this
once, we’ve been through it a
million times. My toys need
to be spread out all over the
room, NOT neatly placed in
the toy box. All the better if
you step on my half-chewed
Nylabone with bare feet.
That’s what you get for messing up my ﬂow.
And the number one thing
I’d like to protest is:
1. OBC – Occupy Bryant’s
Campus. It’s no secret that I
want to spend more time on
campus. Have you ever seen
the mommies try to get me to
the car at the end of the day??
*BUZZER* Nope, MAKE me
leave! I love my students, I
love the attention, and I love
that my mommies often take
my leash oﬀ because there
isn’t traﬃc. Bryant University
is the best place in the world!
Who wouldn’t want to be
here?? Well, besides you guys
gearing up for ﬁnals…
So there you have it. I’m
keeping it real here in the 401.
What would you do without
me? ‘Til next time…WOOF!

3. OTC – Occupy The
Couch. Once in a while, I
need a change of scenery from
the bedroom. I’m not always

Bryant Mock Trial ‘mocking’ opponents
By Collin Heroux
Staff Writer
For Bryant University’s
Mock Trial Association, this
weekend marked an important milestone in what is sure
to be an eventful year for the
team. Members of the MTA
competed in a three-day tournament, which consisted of
four trials, based on the American Mock Trial Association’s
case for this academic year.
Having prepared for this
event since the beginning of
the semester, this weekend’s

competition at the University
of Massachusetts at Amherst
allowed the team – comprised
of old and new members – to
get a preview of competitions
ahead.
For those unfamiliar with
the concept of mock trial, it
can be best likened to a cross
between a play and an actual
trial. People are selected to
play the roles of witnesses and
attorneys, and they are judged
by a panel which rates their
ability to conduct themselves
in that role.
Those partial to theater

may be interested in the challenge of playing a convincing
and knowledgeable character
on the witness stand, or convincing a jury as an attorney.
Those who enjoy chess or
other aﬀairs of strategy are
likely to enjoy themselves as
well. Much like a game of
chess, mock trials are heavily
rooted in contingency planning.
Pains are taken to ensure
that, no matter the permutations of witnesses called or
what facts come to light, the

See Mock Trial, pg 4.

The Archway
needs a web editor
beginning
next semester!
Email archway@bryant.edu
for an application!
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Turner’s Thoughts
Beat the holiday binge
By Debbie Turner
Dietitian
Beat the Holiday Binge! The holiday season is a time ﬁlled with home cooking, parties, family gatherings and lots of food, but
with a little help, you can keep from overeating during the holidays.
Resist Skipping Meals
Many people believe that not eating all
day in order to indulge during the main meal
is the way to enjoy a feast. That sounds like a
good idea, but it is NOT. Skipping meals
only sets you up for overeating. By the time
you get around food you are so hungry that
you automatically begin to pick and pick and
pick – typically on high-calorie treats. This
type of eating is unconscious picking and

will no doubt cost you double the calories
you were trying not to eat earlier. Then the
meal comes and you turn into a raving eating-machine, gorging on your meal, getting
over-stuﬀed, and then – more often than not
– getting a belly ache. Even worse, you just
forced your body to store all the food you ate

Even if you are so busy that
you have to cut your workout
time in half, continuing to
work out keeps your
metabolism working its best.
because when you didn’t feed it all day, it
went into starvation mode, and now it won’t
burn oﬀ those calories.
Please, don't skip meals! Just eat sensibly.
A bowl of whole grain cereal and low-fat
milk for breakfast, a mid-morning snack of
raisins and nuts, and a light lunch of a salad
or a sandwich made with whole grain bread
will keep your body and your brain fueled
throughout the day. You won’t overdose on
high sugar snacks and you will enjoy your
meals, as opposed to gorging.
Pace Yourself
When friends and family gather at a meal,
the food is usually piled high on almost
everyone's plate. You wolf down the ﬁrst
plate and pick out more of your favorites to
gobble down as second helpings.
Slow down. It takes a few minutes for
your brain to realize your stomach is getting

full, and you can eat a lot of extra food in
those few minutes. You don't need a giant
mound of food, so place small portions on
your plate. Set your fork down between bites
and sip some water. Someone took a lot of
time to make this meal. Relax and enjoy the
ﬂavor of each mouthful. Chew each bite thoroughly before you swallow. Remember it is a
meal, not a race to see who can eat the
fastest.
Eat Small Amounts of the Foods You Love
No one wants to feel deprived, so go
ahead and take a small piece of pie or one
cookie -- but not both. Look over the buﬀet
or the serving table, and pick out one thing

that you really would love to enjoy. The rest
of your plate can be ﬁlled with healthy vegetables and fruits, whole grain crackers,
cheese and lean meats. See the chart above
which illustrates just how fast the calories
can add up.
Don’t Hang Around the Buﬀet
It isn't easy to resist the delicious foods
you ﬁnd on a buﬀet, so get away from the
table. Choose your foods and your drink and
move to a diﬀerent part of the room. As they
say, out of sight, out of mind. At the very
least you will have to think about what you
are doing before ﬁlling your plate again and
again.
Keep Exercising
Although the holidays are a hectic time,
keep your exercise routines going to help ensure that the occasional treat won't land permanently on your thighs or belly. Even if you
are so busy that you have to cut your workout time in half, continuing to work out
keeps your metabolism working its best.
Don't Beat Yourself Up, Just Get Back to
Healthy Eating
It is diﬃcult to avoid overeating during
the holidays. When you do, don’t beat yourself up for it. Be good to yourself. Remember
that maintaining a healthy diet throughout
the holidays takes practice. Forgive yourself
and make sure your next meal or snack is a
healthy one. Have a safe, restful Holiday Season. Talk with you all soon!

SPB displays strength at NACA
By Andrew Snell
Contributing Writer
Once again, another student organization
from Bryant University was recognized at the
national level. The Student Programming
Board (SPB), along with a few other organizations from Bryant, attended the National
Association of Campus Activities (NACA) regional conference in Hartford, Connecticut.
For the second straight year, SPB was a ﬁnalist for the Excellence in Programming award.
This award is given to a school’s organization that has experienced excellent programming within the past year.
Bryant was nominated within the middle
grouping of schools (schools with 2,001–
5,000 students). Cory Cloutier, our SPB president, presented with the other ﬁnalists to a
board of judges at the conference. Even
though Bryant’s SPB did not receive ﬁrst
place for this award, the school has established itself within the top ﬁve for the region

over the past few years.
Cory has had a major presence on campus
since his freshmen year when he joined SPB.
Over the years, Cory has worked extremely
hard to make this campus even better than it
already is. At NACA, Cory won the Ken M.
Bedini Student Leader Award which recognizes the outstanding
contributions of
the region’s undergraduate
leaders that
have made a difference at their
respective institutions. The
award is given
to only ﬁve students from the
Northeast region. Congratulations Cory!
Cory Cloutier(Connie Cabello)

Bryant Mock Trial
Continued from page three
team has an appropriate and a potent response. The opposing
team has its own plans, however, and they must be countered in
turn.
A typical ‘trial’ lasts roughly three hours, with three witnesses
being called and examined by an attorney from the each side of
the case. Since both defense and prosecution have diﬀerent
lawyers and witnesses, this creates a plethora of roles in which
MTA members can immerse themselves.
Roles are gender-neutral as well, opening the door for all people to play any part, and no one is ever forced into a role which he
or she is not comfortable playing. Bryant’s MTA, and the nature
of MTA itself, ensures that the experience is comfortable, accommodating, thought-provoking, and, above all, fun.
A mock trial shares only superﬁcial similarity to the simpliﬁed
tales one might see on Law and Order, but it helps to establish the
reality of a courtroom. Opening and closing statements are made,
some impassioned and others professional, and there is nothing
more exciting than a heated battle between a clever witness and
an intelligent attorney on cross-examination.
The exchange of ideas is much like a verbal fencing match,
with each side parrying until one makes contact. The victory goes
to those with the greatest aptitude for foresight and ﬁnesse. Competitions draw judges from all legal backgrounds to help each
team reﬁne its strategy and become the best it can be.
Tournaments like the one in Amherst are crucial events, as
they allow students to see the diﬀerent theories of the case espoused by other teams. By seeing these other possibilities, a
team’s strategies and theories are honed to be as sharp as possible.
Though the term “trial” may suggest otherwise, Bryant’s MTA
is not all seriousness. Tournaments and meetings are as social as
they are intellectual, and preliminary competitions exist only for
teams to test the waters.
Judges’ criticisms are meant to be constructive, and scrimmages and invitational events have no lasting implications beyond the events themselves. The environment is not that of
cutthroat competition, but one of friendly, respectful exchange of
ideas.
There are friends to be made amidst the heated theoretical discussion, and the heat-of-the-moment nature of tournaments
brings teams together even more.
One of only four mock trial associations in the state, Bryant allows students, regardless of their level of involvement in legal
studies, an opportunity to come together and strategize in a relaxed environment. Mock trial is not a cakewalk by any measure,
but prospective members need not fear its grueling intensity, either.
The MTA is open to the entire Bryant community. The brainstorming which takes place at meetings highlights legal theory
above all, and drop-ins from people with even a passing interest
in legal studies are welcome and encouraged.
That said, the MTA would also welcome new members with a
vested interest in participating in competitions and tournaments
as well, as not all current members can attend every single event
because of scheduling diﬃculties.
The club oﬀers stimulating conversation for those without any
vested interest in legal proceedings as well. Each year’s case involves numerous expert witnesses who need to be well-versed in
the sciences. While not necessary, a pre-existing interest in a ﬁeld
can help the actor to embrace the character and perform better.
Those with an interest in computer science may also take a liking to the club, as much of programming is the same type of contingency planning necessary in chess, mock trial, and other
thought-provoking endeavors. One surety about Bryant’s MTA is
that there is no lack of intellectual stimulation.
Perhaps most important of all, especially for those with a future in any area of business or law, is the valuable public speaking
experience mock trial oﬀers for participants. The lack of pressure
in scrimmages allows for a comfortable, no-fail environment to
practice speaking about speciﬁc points in front of others, in a professional setting.
Meetings of the Bryant MTA are held three times per week in
room 361 of the Unistructure, at 3:30pm. In both simple discussion and active participation, MTA is an intellectually motivating
club that allows a person to exercise his or her brain in a fun environment.
Whether you seek to sharpen your tongue or simply to discuss
legal theory, no one on the Bryant campus should feel shy about
stopping by, or contacting one of the members of the executive
board, which consists of: President Jordan Amaral, Vice Presidents Ryan Miller and Arianna McLaughlin, Treasurer Kaitlynn
Campbell, Marketing Oﬃcer Alex Vando, VP of Marketing Daniel
Eggiman, and Secretary Sheri Kindel.
With Professor Joan Camara as legal advisor, the Bryant Mock
Trial Association welcomes all to join in its bid to attend and win
this year’s national mock trial competition. Whether one’s interests lie in discussion, acting, or mastery of legal theory, the MTA
has something for everyone.

Check out
The Archway
on the web!
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Meet The Archway Editorial Board
Name: Kelsey Nowak
Position:
Assistant Editor-in-Chief
Class: 2014
Hometown: Litchﬁeld, NH
Major: Marketing
Minor: Spanish

• I drive a car that is older
than I am -- it is a ‘91 and I
was born in ‘92.
• I’m allergic to red dye 40
(it’s in food).
•I can’t swallow pills.

Fun facts:
• I am addicted to caﬀeine.

• I work for the newspaper,
but hate to write and cannot
spell.

• My dad and I are obsessed
with wasabi mashed potatoes from our favorite
restaurant at home.

•My room at home is lime
green like Kermit the frog.

• My mom says that once I
got to college I forgot how
to sort laundry. I thought
putting everything together
in the same load was ﬁne.

•My brother is stronger
than I am, and yet he is
younger than me.

Check back next week to
meet another member of The
Archway Staﬀ.

North Smithﬁeld News
Local holiday sweets
By Sidra Ethier
Staﬀ Writer
If you are looking for something sweet
this holiday season there are a couple of great
places in the area that will surely satisfy your
taste buds. The Cakery is a new addition to
the Woonsocket community, located on 91
Main Street. This small business oﬀers breakfast, lunch, and homemade baked goods.
The owner, Sarah Gauvin, creates cakes of
every kind. Her previous masterpieces include roulette wheels, castles, and dogshaped cakes. Of course, the menu also
includes brownies, cookies, and biscotti. In
addition to desserts, the Cakery oﬀers sandwich creations and homemade soups every
day. Hours are 8 a.m.-3 p.m. (Tue-Fri), 9 a.m.3 p.m. (Sat-Sun), and closed on Mondays.

Another popular business is Wright’s
Dairy Farm & Bakery located at 200
Woonsocket Hill Road in North Smithﬁeld.
This business oﬀers individual cream pastries, custard pastries, cookies, bars, ﬂaky
treats, sweet rolls/buns, scones, and pies.
Wright’s is famous for its m&m brownies
and its “hermits,” which are old fashioned
molasses spiced cookies with raisins. Dessert
cakes include carrot cake, chocolate cow
cake, peanut butter torte, and Boston cream
pie. Wright’s Dairy Farm & Bakery bakes and
produces everything right on the farm premises, making the business a town favorite.
Hours are 8 a.m.-7 p.m. (Mon-Sat) and 8
a.m.-4 p.m. on Sundays.

The Greek Corner
DZ fundraises for Mike Drake Fund
By Justin Brown
Contributing Writer

Gender Neutral Housing
Continued from page 3
To be eligible, there must be a mix of diﬀerent genders in
the suite in some combination. Students who choose to participate in gender neutral housing will be expected to understand
certain things. If a roommate conﬂict arises, it will be treated
like any other roommate conﬂict, but if one or more party is
forced to move out, ResLife cannot guarantee they will be
placed in another gender neutral suite. More likely, they will
be moved back into single-sex suites.
Residence Life’s John Denio says this is an important step
for Bryant University because “it’s beneﬁcial to the students to
have a variety of diﬀerent [housing] options…and it’s fulﬁlling
a desire that students have expressed.” He wants to create
more living-learning environments at Bryant University like
many other schools are doing. Themed and special-interest
housing is a way to do so.
“People think they go back to their residence halls, and the
learning stops, but I think that couldn’t be less true formally or
informally,” says Denio, who believes that gender neutral
housing will be a learning experience for the entire community,
not just the students who participate in the program.
A common criticism of gender neutral housing is that it allows couples to live together. The fact is same-sex couples can
already do so under conventional housing policies. Despite
this, most same-sex couples do not live together—they’re
adults and understand the stresses that living together can put
on a relationship. Heterosexual couples should be expected to
act with the same maturity when choosing who to live with.
"Today's college students, gay or straight, are more likely to
have close friends of a diﬀerent gender and this housing option
is simply the next step in the evolution of college housing,"
says Jeﬀrey Chang, co-founder and associate director of The
National Student Genderblind Campaign, which was designed
to promote gender equality of college campuses.
Bryant’s Andrea Bergeron ’14 agrees with Chang, “I don’t
think it’s fair to prevent [opposite sex friends] from living together.” There’s a need in our community for this type of
housing, whether for GLBTQ students or just students who
want to live someplace they’re happy, which may or may not
be with someone of the same gender.
Bergeron goes on to say, “It helps students ﬁgure out living
situations they feel most comfortable in.” And in the end,
that’s what gender neutral housing is about. College students
will enter the real world eventually and will be able to live
with whoever they want. Now’s the chance to teach them to
choose wisely, but ultimately let them make their own decisions.
Openly gay student Jonathan De Costa ’12 says, “Gender
neutral housing is a step towards making GLBTQ students feel
like part of the community.” As a senior, he won’t be able to
take advantage of the program, but was glad he could give others the chance to ﬁnd a comfortable place to live.
Students will not be randomly paired with an opposite-gender roommate under any circumstance. So if you don’t like
gender neutral housing—don’t participate in the program. Regardless, gender neutral housing has arrived.
Even if it only makes 1 student feel safer on campus, it’ll be
worth it. Both gender neutral housing and the opening of our
new GLBTQ Center are steps in the right direction and are
helping pave the road to complete acceptance on Bryant’s campus. We’re not there yet, but this has gotten us closer.
(*Note: Conservative estimates of the number of schools
with gender neutral housing options are around 50. Recent research puts it around 80, while some lists that are more liberal
with their deﬁnitions of gender neutral housing put it at almost
150)

Festival of Lights
Continued from page 1

THeather Miller, Geena Abdella, Cait Douglass, Meghan Reilly, Tara Calnan, Casey
Butler, Samantha Faille, Lora Zacarro, Jackie Kane, Katie Williams, Jacqueline
Rojas, Meghan Farrell, Christina Nadolny (Justin Brown)
Delta Zeta recently held its annual Pie-in-the-Face philanthropic event alongside the
football team to raise money for the Mike Drake Fund. We set up our Pie-in-the-Face board
in the Rotunda, which was designed with a hole cut-out so people could stand behind it
and place their face in the hole. Any student or faculty member was allowed to pay $1 to
pie a football player or a Delta Zeta in the face. Delta Zeta then went to the football game
that following Saturday and sold raﬄe tickets to the many supporters in the stands. The
winner of the raﬄe drawing got to pie Marty Fine in the face. Delta Zeta raised $300 overall
for the Mike Drake Fund. As the semester is quickly winding down, Greek Life would like
to thank everyone for a fantastic semester and wish everyone the best of luck with the last
few weeks of the semester.

ing each meaningful religious piece on the long rectangular
table. To create a cozy feeling both AV walls were lighted
with moving flames from a fireplace.
The ceremony started with the President saying a few
words to the crowd of students. Then we celebrated Christmas, Hanukah, Diwali, and Kwanza all within an hour! We
listened to the readings of various clergy, enjoyed a rousing
and inspirational sing a long of holiday music from countries and religions around the world. Then there was the
lighting of the candle each person held in his or her own
hand. What started out as the light from one tiny candle
turned into many flickering lights reflected in the glass ceiling of the Roto as people lit the flame of their candles by
joining their candle with their neighbor’s. Right before we
left, the President took a moment to tell us to look up - hundreds of candles each shining bright on the Roto glass ceiling were sparkling like stars in a clear winter night sky.
Soon after the lighting of the candles, we headed over to
the Bryant Center to light the Christmas tree and Menorah.
Afterwards we cheered the bright tree and Menorah and
went inside for some delicious hot chocolate and scrumptious sugar cookies.
This year will be the 35th year Bryant University celebrates the Festival of Lights on December 7th. Holiday
times are a favorite time for many and an appropriate occasion to gather as a student body to commemorate different
holidays from around the world because though we may
celebrate in different ways, celebrating our diversity together is what makes it all special.
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China steps on the economic accelerator
Aaron Smith
MCT Campus
China is cutting the amount of
money banks must hold in reserve,
freeing the funds to stimulate the Chinese economy.
The People's Bank of China said
Wednesday it will lower its reserve requirement ratio for ﬁnancial institutions by half of a percentage point. It
was the ﬁrst such cut in the ratio since
2008, and a change in course after the
ratio was raised ﬁve times this year.
The cut is eﬀective December 5.
This move is intended to increase
liquidity, ramping up the ﬂow of
money into the economy to make up
for concerns about slackening demand
for Chinese products both domestically and abroad, particularly from
Europe.
China has experienced rapid
growth recently, leading many to
worry that the economy could be
overheating and runaway inﬂation
could take hold. In response, the gov-

ernment has taken several steps to
control soaring inﬂation without stiﬂing growth.
Since last year, China has lifted interest rates ﬁve times and bank reserve requirements nine times, and
has also imposed limitations on homebuyers. Tuesday’s move was seen as a
reversal of that policy, indicating that
the Chinese economy may be at a tipping point.
In the latest signal that China's
economy is slowing down, Chinese
manufacturing has hit a 32-month
low, according to a preliminary report
for November. On Tuesday, UBS released a report that lowered its
growth forecast for China next year to
8% from 8.3%.
The lowering of the reserve requirement is also viewed as a harbinger of more aggressive moves by the
Chinese government to get the economy going. "We see this as a decisive
shift in policy stance from China,"
wrote Mark Williams, chief Asia economist for Capital Economics in Lon-

Graph of the week:
Our world through numbers

don, in a report for investors. "Further reserve requirement cuts will follow
over the next few months.
Bank lending will pick up."
The decision to lower
the reserve requirement appeared to be responsible for
a boost in the U.S. premarket, as international investors anticipate a ﬂow in
fresh cash. "The move will
ease constraints on bank
lending," Williams wrote.
"The level of excess reserves
had dropped very low."
Williams said that lowering the reserve requirement by half a percentage
point was equivalent to injecting 400 billion Yuan, or
$63 billion, into the banking
industry. He said the impact on lending will be
slow and gradual, probably
not taking eﬀect until the
ﬁrst quarter of 2012.

Prof. Roberto Blogspot:
Where’s the cash at HP?
By Michael Roberto D.B.A
Faculty Contributor
The Wall Street Journal reports that some investors have
concerns about the balance sheet at HP. Many other tech companies have stockpiled cash, while minimizing debt, during the
past few years. For instance, cash net of debt equals $45 billion
for Microsoft, $28 billion at Cisco, and $17 billion at Oracle.
Apple has more than $80 billion in cash and securities on its
balance sheet and no debt at all. Meanwhile, HP has spent a
considerable amount of cash on acquisitions in the past year.
Moreover, according to the Wall Street Journal, "HP has leaned
more heavily on borrowing than some other tech companies.
Its long-term debt has swelled to $19 billion through the ﬁrst
three quarters of 2011 from $7.7 billion in 2008."
I ﬁnd this investor concern interesting, given how much
politicians and journalists have taken to criticizing many ﬁrms
such as Cisco and Apple for "stockpiling cash" instead of investing it. This Wall Street Journal article reminds us of why investors generally like ﬁrms to disburse excess cash, but
perhaps hold a diﬀerent view when it comes to tech companies. In the tech industry, conditions change quickly and dramatically at times. That potential turbulence and volatility
means that keeping leverage low and cash balances strong can
make a good deal of sense. Acquisitions also have played a
major strategic role for ﬁrms such as Cisco over the years.
Keeping a strong cash position with low debt puts these ﬁrms
in a position to move with speed and ﬂexibility when an acquisition opportunity emerges.
On the other hand, perhaps the weaker balance sheet at HP
will play an important positive role in the short term. The discipline of debt can restrain management from making ﬂawed
acquisitions or pursuing value-destroying diversiﬁcation
strategies. Perhaps the balance sheet will constrain HP in a
positive way, and keep new CEO Meg Whitman focused on
shoring up the core businesses in the near term. For more, visit
Professor Roberto’s blog at http://michael-roberto.blogspot.com.

Biz Snipz: the current happenings of the business world
By Royce Brunson
Business Editor

Black Friday surged 26% to $816 million and 18% to
$479 million on Thanksgiving Day.

taxes and opting for a one-time lump sum, the trio
walked away with $103.6 million.

•American Airline’s parent company, AMR ﬁled for
Chapter 11 bankruptcy on Tuesday morning. The
number three airline in the U.S. said it had accumulated over $10 billion in debt since 2001.

•On Tuesday, the Eurogroup signed oﬀ on a $10.7
billon aid payment for Greece. The payment is part
of a $147 billion bailout plan for Greece over the
next three years. The question is not if but when the
Euro will fall apart.

• You can soon buy a piece of the Big Apple when
the Malkin Holdings LLC, the owners of the Empire
State Building and One Grand Central Place, ﬁles
for its IPO by late 2011 or early 2012. The Empire
State Building is the jewel of the ﬁrm, and with an
equity purchase shareholders would have the building under their control.

• Facebook is planning a $10 billion IPO which
would value the world’s largest social networking
site at $100 billion. This IPO would be the largest
the ﬁnancial world has ever seen and may come before the year’s end.
•Over 152 million American shoppers ﬂooded
stores across the nation on Black Friday; they were
prepared to spend record amounts of money. Consumers spent over $52.4 billion, with retail sales
climbing 16%, and shoppers spending $398.62 on
average, up from $365.34 in 2010. Web sales on

•U.S. home prices fell 3.9% in 3Q of ‘11, an 8-year
low, compared to a 5.8% drop in 2Q of ‘11.
Bloomberg estimates home prices will fall another
8% next year. CNBC reports that home ownership is
expected to fall to 67% in 2015, compared to 2005
when ownership was at 70%.
•Three Greenwich, Connecticut wealth managers
claimed the largest Powerball jackpot in the state’s
history on Monday winning $254 million. After

• Standard and Poor’s reduced its credit rating on
15 major banking companies as a result of an overhaul of its rating criteria. Such banks include Bank
of America, JPMorgan, Wells Fargo, Goldman Sachs,
HSBC, UBS, Citigroup, and Barclays. The new rating system will negatively aﬀect 20% of bank’s
credit ratings, positively aﬀect 20% of bank’s credit
ratings, and 60% would see unchanged ratings.
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Four Bulldogs earn All-NEC honors
Play key role in football program’s most successful D1 season
Courtesy of
Bryantbulldogs.com
The Bryant University football team's ﬁnal season of reclassiﬁcation was its most
successful one, and several
players responsible for that
success were honored by the
Northeast Conference in its
annual postseason awards announced on Thursday.
Leading the way was junior running back Jordan
Brown (Glastonbury, Conn.),
who was named the Oﬀensive
Player of the Year following a
record-breaking season.
Brown also earned First Team
All-NEC honors at running
back and return specialist,
and was joined on the ﬁrst
team by seniors Tony Edwards (Damascus, Md.) and
Matt Tracey (Littleton, Colo.)
and sophomore Jordan Harris
(Lincoln University, Pa.).
Sophomore Jeremy Woodson
(Houston, Texas) earned Second Team All-NEC honors at
the defensive back position.
A ﬁrst team selection at
running back as a sophomore,
Brown's junior season was
one of the best in Bulldogs
history. He led the nation in

rushing yards (1,815) and
rushing yards per game
(165.0), was named to the
Walter Payton Award Watch
List and set nine program
records along the way. The
Connecticut native led the
NEC in both rushing categories, rushing touchdowns
(19), points (134), all-purpose
yards (2,500) and all-purpose
yards per game (227.3).
Brown rushed for a careerhigh 248 yards against Sacred
Heart on Sept. 16 and added
two more 200-yard games on
the season, including a 243yard performance against
Saint Francis (PA) on Nov. 12.
On his way to setting program records for touchdowns
in a season and total career
touchdowns, Brown compiled
eight multi-touchdown
games. He scored three times
in four of those eight contests
and was held without a
touchdown on just one occasion. A two-time NEC Special
Teams Player of the Week,
Brown was recognized as the
top returner in the conference.
He returned a punt 53 yards
for a touchdown against Sacred Heart in week three and
then returned three kicks for
104 yards vs. Monmouth on

Senior Matt Tracey sparked the offense as one of the conference’s top tight ends. (Bryant Athletics)

Oct. 15. Brown averaged 25.9
yards per return and would
have led the conference but he
did not qualify because teams
kicked away from him the
ﬁnal three weeks of the season.
One of the best tight ends
in program history, Tracey
turned in a stellar senior campaign on his way to earning
his second all-conference nod.
The Colorado native was a
First Team All-NEC selection
in 2009. This season, Tracey
proved to be one of the best
tight ends in the conference as
he caught 40 passes for 500
yards and eight touchdowns.
Along the way, he became the
program leader in career
touchdown receptions and
just the second player to catch
over 100 passes in a career.
Tracey caught at least one
pass in all 11 games, including a nine-catch, 97-yard, twotouchdown game against
Robert Morris on Oct. 22 that
helped Bryant defeat the
Colonials on the road. He
hauled in six passes for 70
yards in the season opener
against Maine, three for 45
yards and two scores against
Sacred Heart and ﬁve for 79
yards against Wagner. Tracey
leaves Smithﬁeld with 105
catches for 1,358 yards and 19
touchdowns.
The centerpiece of Bryant's
oﬀensive line, Edwards became one of the most reliable
and sturdiest centers in the
conference. He started all 11
games in his ﬁnal season with
the Black and Gold and has
served as the starting center
for the past two seasons.
Under his watch, the Bulldogs
averaged over 175 yards per
game on the ground for the
second-straight year. When
Bryant didn't run the ball, Edwards played an important
role in protecting his classmate Mike Croce (Waterbury,
Conn.). Croce threw for 1,850

Senior Tony Edwards was the centerpiece of Bryant’s offensive line. (Bryant Athletics)
yards and 20 touchdowns,
while the Bulldogs allowed
just 20 sacks.
In just his second season in
Smithﬁeld, Harris became one
of the biggest receiving
threats in the conference, and
rewrote the Bryant record
book on the way to earning
ﬁrst team honors. He led the
conference and set a program
record in receiving yards with
959, and paced league receivers in yards per game
(87.2) and yards per catch
(22.8). The yards per catch
mark was good enough for
second in the country. Harris
closed the season by catching
a touchdown pass in each of
the ﬁnal eight games, setting a
program record for TD receptions in a season with nine.
He put together the greatest
receiving game in program
history against Albany on
Nov. 5. Harris caught 10
passes for 224 yards and two
touchdowns, smashing the
previous program record for
reception yards in a single
game. Following that week,
Harris was named The Sports
Network/Fathead.com Co-National Player of the Week and
NEC Oﬀensive Player of the
Week. The Pennsylvania na-

tive needs just 190 receiving
yards to break the career program record.
Emerging as one of the
Bulldogs starting corner backs
in his second season, Woodson earns his ﬁrst postseason
honor. A native of Houston,
Texas, Woodson ﬁnished the
season with 57 tackles and
two interceptions. Both picks
came against Duquesne on
Oct. 1 and nearly helped the
Bulldogs upset the Dukes on
the road. The ﬁrst interception
stalled the Dukes inside
Bryant territory and his second set up a one-yard touchdown run that put Bryant on
top, 21-17. Doubling as the
Bulldogs punt and kick returner, Woodson averaged
24.1 yards per return. Against
Saint Francis (PA) on Nov. 12,
he returned ﬁve kicks for 163
yards on his way to NEC Special Teams Player of the Week
laurels.
The ﬁve all-conference selections are the most the Bulldogs have earned since
joining the Northeast Conference in 2008. Bryant ﬁnished
the season with a 5-3 record in
conference play, the most
league wins in program history.

FALL MVP

Bryant
University
Intramural
Athlete
of the Week

If we do say so ourselves, the B.U.I.A.T.O.W. has
become one of the most prestigious and coveted
awards at this ﬁne University. Now we want to
give you the chance to vote for the Fall MVP.
Matt Goodrich, Jon Stickley, Todd Stewart,
Royce Brunson, Dylan Smith, and Felicia
Thomas have all earned the honor of
B.U.I.A.T.O.W this semester. Email us at archway@bryant.edu with your vote for Fall MVP.
Who will be the ﬁrst B.U.I.A.T.O.W. of 2012?
Know an athlete that you want to nominate for
the B.U.I.A.O.T.W.? Send all nominations and
comments to archway@bryant.edu

Listen to the Archway’s Radio Show
‘Archway on Air’
Thursdays at 6 on WJMF 88.7FM
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Are you looking for a leadership opportunity? Are you interested in learning about diﬀerent cultures? If so,
consider becoming a 4MILE counselor!
APPLICATIONS WILL BE AVAILABLE
IN THE ICC BEGINNING FRIDAY,
DECEMBER 2nd.
Please note: Attendance at an information session is required if you
have never held a 4MILE position
before.
30 minute information sessions will be
held on:
·Wednesday, Dec. 7 at 3:30 in BC2C
·Thursday, Dec. 8 at 5:00 in South
RSVP for one of the sessions at:
intlctr@bryant.edu
Please contact the Intercultural Center
(ICC) with any questions at x6946

Youth Care Counselors and
Assistants:
Harmony Hill School is
looking for energetic individuals to work with challenging youths in a secure
residential setting. BA\BS
preferred. Full Beneﬁts.
Salary commensurate with
experience. Send cover letter and resume to lmcnulty@hhs.org or mail to
Lori McNulty, Harmony
Hill School, Inc. 63 Harmony Hill Road, Chepachet,
RI 02814.
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Sport Shorts: the world
of sports at a glance
By Jacquelyn Ammirato
Editor-in-Chief
• Tuesday night, Bobby
Valentine was named the
45th manager of the Boston
Red Sox. The decision to go
with Valentine came as a surprise to many as he didn’t
have a formal interview for
the job until November 21st.
Valentine spent eight seasons at the helm of the Texas
Rangers and seven seasons
with the New York Mets
leading them to the National
League Pennant in 2000.
Valentine hasn’t coached in
the major leagues since 2002
and has spent the last two
seasons as an ESPN TV Analyst.
Ironically, ESPN is expected to ﬁll Valentine’s analyst spot with Terry
Francona, who was dismissed by the Red Sox after
last year's collapse.
• Co-NEC conference winner (the conference Bryant
plays in) University of Albany traveled to Stony Brook
last weekend for a ﬁrst
round Football Championship Subdivision (FCS)
playoﬀ game. The two
SUNY schools faced oﬀ in
only the third FCS playoﬀ
game ever held on Long Island. Albany, which has only
36 full scholarships to give to
players (versus Stony
Brook’s 63), was up 18 points
going into the third quarter.

Then Stony Brook’s Brock
Jackolski took over the game
scoring three straight touchdowns. Albany down by
three points and under two
minutes to play, put together
what looked like it was
going to be a game winning
drive. But on the three yard
line with 54 seconds to play,
Albany Coach Tom Ford
called for a passing play. The
pass was intercepted in the
corner of the endzone to seal
Stony Brook’s come from behind win. Stony Brook travels to Texas this weekend for
a second round game against
top seeded Sam Houston
State.
• Urban Meyer was oﬃcially
introduced as Ohio State’s
head football coach on Monday. Meyer, after winning
two national championships
in six years, retired as the
head coach at Florida after
last season citing a desire to
spend more time with his
family. Apparently the Ohio
State contract that will pay
him $4 million annually was
enough to change his mind.
• The NBA lockout is over.
The players and owners
reached a tentative agreement which would have
training camp starting next
Friday and games beginning
on Christmas Day.

Best of luck to all Bryant
Athletics teams over Winter
Break! Give us all the holiday
gift of Bulldog victories!

TRIVIA QUESTION:
What 20th-century decade
saw the NBA adopt the
24-second shot clock?
Archway readers can now find a
trivia question somewhere in the
sports section! The Archway fan
who calls in the correct answer to
the ‘Archway on Air’ radio show,
Thursdays at 6 pm, on WMJF 88.7,
will win a gift card!

Bulldog Schedule
Friday, December 2:
Men’s and Women’s Swimming at URI Invitational, 5pm

Saturday December 3:
Women’s Basketball at Quinnipiac, 12pm
Men’s Basketball at Quinnipiac, 3pm

Wednesday, December 7:
Women’s Basketball at Dartmouth, 7pm
Men’s Basketball at Yale, 7:30pm

Men’s Basketball puts up
a ﬁght against the Irish
Courtesy of
Bryantbulldogs.com
Bryant ripped oﬀ a 10-0
run halfway through the second frame to cut the University of Notre Dame's lead to
12 points, but the Bulldogs
wouldn't get any closer,
falling to the Irish, 84-59, at
Purcell Pavilion at the Joyce
Center.
Sophomore Alex Francis
put up an impressive performance, leading the game
with 22 points oﬀ 10-of-22
shooting in 33 minutes of action. The outing marked the
fourth 20-point game of the
young, six-game season for
the forward.
Junior Frankie Dobbs
chipped in 13 points and
team-best eight rebounds to
compliment seven assists and
two steals, while Corey Maynard recorded his thirdstraight double-digit point
game with 11, also pulling in
seven boards and dishing out
four helpers on the day.
Down as many as 24 early
in the second half, the Bulldogs (1-5) buckled down on
defense and sent its shooters
out to the perimeter early
going the other way to build
the 10-0 run over a 2:42
stretch that cut the Notre
Dame (5-2) lead in half. The
streak closed Bryant's deﬁcit
to 58-46 and ran the clock
down to just over 11 minutes
left in the contest.
Maynard scored ﬁve of his
11 points during the run, including a 3-pointer from the
left side at the 11:29 mark
after a Claybrin McMath trey
from the opposite corner. But
the Irish had its lead back up
to 20 points less than three
minutes later, putting a stop

Sophomore Alex Francis led all scorers with 22 points.
(Bryant Athletics)
utes, led by a half-best 13
to any thoughts of a Bulldog
points from Francis. For the
comeback.
Irish, all nine players regisEric Atkins paced Notre
tered at least one basket, and
Dame with 18 points oﬀ 50
the home side had three with
percent shooting from the
10 points at the break for a 47ﬁeld and a 3-for-4 mark from
28 halftime lead.
long range. Jerian Grant
"When you play a game
recorded the game's only
like this, you have to be hitdouble-double with 12 points
and a game-high 11 rebounds, ting on all cylinders," said
head coach Tim O'Shea. "We
while the Fighting Irish saw
ﬁve players record double-ﬁg- missed a lot of shots early on,
and you just can't make that
ure points on the afternoon.
up against a team like Notre
The hosts shot 50 percent
Dame on its home court."
from the ﬁeld in the ﬁrst half
Bryant shot 35.4 percent
and nearly 54 percent from
from the ﬂoor on the day and
distance after starting oﬀ the
made six 3-pointers while takframe at nearly an 80 percent
ing 26 shots from the perimeclip from beyond the arc. The
ter. The Bulldogs were
Bulldogs did a better job limiting Notre Dame's shots from outmatched on the glass by a
bigger and stronger Notre
outside in the second stanza,
Dame side, losing the reholding the home side to just
33.3 percent long range shoot- bounding battle, 46-33. Still,
ing (4-12). But the Irish stayed the Black and Gold allowed
the home team just 14 secondhot from inside, converting
46.4 percent of all second-half chance points on the afternoon.
looks for a 48.4 percent clip
"To be able to stand on the
on the game.
same court as a program with
Meanwhile, Bryant strugthe stature of Notre Dame is
gled to get shots to fall early
an honor for our team and a
in the contest, and only four
privilege for our program,"
Bulldogs would get on the
said O’Shea.
board in the opening 20 min-

Three Bulldogs compete
at U.S. Nationals
Courtesy of
Bryantbulldogs.com
Three members of the
Bryant University swimming
teams will compete in the U.S.
Nationals from December 1-3
in Atlanta, Ga. Senior Alex
Kosenski (Lavallette, N.J.),
junior Casey Ostrander
(Yarmouthport, Mass.) and
sophomore Taylor DeBever
(Denver, Colo.) all met qualiﬁcation times over the past
year in order to compete in
the meet.
A winner of eight events
already this season, Kosenski
will compete in the 100 and
200 free events on Friday and
Saturday. Needing to meet
45.39 and 1:39.49 standards,
Kosenski exceeded both at
last year's ECAC Swimming
and Diving Championships.
He set school records in both
events, touching the wall with
a time of 45.29 in the 100 free
and 1:38.68 in the 200 free. His
top times this year are 46.40
and 1:42.45 – both were set at
the Terrier Invitational two
weekends ago.
Ostrander, a three-time
NEC Swimmer of the Week so

far this season, will compete
in the 100 and 200 back
events. The Massachusetts native qualiﬁed for the U.S. Nationals with record-setting
swims at the Northeast Conference Championships this
past February. She needed to
break 56.69 in the 100 back
and she touched the wall in
55.63. Ostrander qualiﬁed for
the 200 back 2:00.76, beating
the qualifying time by over a
whole second. Her top times
in the two events this year are
58.44 in the 100 back and
2:10.01 in the 200 back.
In just her second year in

Smithﬁeld, DeBever will join
the two upperclassmen in
Georgia. A native of Denver,
Colorado, DeBever will compete in the 200 free. She qualiﬁed by setting a school record
last year at the NEC Championships. DeBever touched the
wall with a time of 1:49.98,
just beating the qualifying
time of 1:50.09.
All of the events will be
conducted in a long-course
meter pool, allowing the three
Bulldog swimmers an opportunity to qualify for Olympic
trial qualifying cuts.

Senior Alex Kosenski will be one of three Bulldogs
representing Bryant at the National meet. (Bryant Athletics)
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Women
still treated
unequally
By Nicole Murphy
Staﬀ Writer
In order to correct a problem, one must ﬁrst acknowledge that a problem exists.
Realizing that the equality
considered to exist between
women and men in the
United States is a falsity is the
ﬁrst step to generating the potential for real equality. In
order for women to be treated
fairly, without discrimination,
it is important to realize how
poor the conditions are that
some American women currently endure.

‘Think about your
life, how you want
to be treated, how
you want your
mothers, daughters,
and sisters to be
treated’
Despite the 1994 Passage of
the Violence Against Women
Act, abuse continues. As a Violence Against Women source
explains, violence from an intimate partner is the primary
cause of injury to females in
the United States.
In the public sphere, the
glass ceiling is still very much
in existence- preventing
women from professional advancement in many cases.
Recognition of this limitation,
though, is rare.
Furthermore, approximately 50% of women experience “digital abuse”excessive or threatening text
messages, negative sexualbased posts on social networks, or inappropriate
picture and text messages
from a male; little has been
done to change this. This
issue, though, is actually gaining momentum and support
as a real crisis in our society.
Still, with the 2012 Presidential elections on the horizon, a female lead has yet to
appear.
So what will it take for
equality to develop? When
will society demand that
women be treated fairly, respected, and incorporated in
society, business, and politics? When will America teach
the Women’s Rights Movement as a Human Rights effort?
In order to move towards
equality, it is vital that society

See Female inequality,
page 13
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Battle of the sexes

How to make the ﬁrst move
Her story

His tale

By Jackie Ammirato
Editor in Chief

By Dan Cournoyer
Contributing Writer

Knowing how and when to
make the ﬁrst move is not
something that can just be explained clear and simple. It is
more like an art form that
takes years of experience to
develop and perfect. Now my
fellow Battle of the Sexer, Dan
Cournoyer, and I met literally
on the ﬁrst day of freshman
year. We have become very
good friends with our adventures spanning up and down
the eastern seaboard. However, I think the picture
shown with this column tells
you all you need to know; he
has no idea how to make the
ﬁrst move.
Dan is a very smart guy, as
are most of the gentlemen
walking around Bryant University. So why is it that so
many of them are clueless as
to how to make the ﬁrst
move? For example, randomly walking up behind a
girl at a party and starting to
dance is not a good idea. If
the townhouse skunk is
blocking a girl’s path and she
is standing there looking
scared, you yelling, “Is that a
skunk? Guess that means
you’ll have to come over here
and hang out with me
tonight!” is not okay.
Now if you are trying to
make a connection with a
stranger in the middle of
Eﬃns or other party setting, I
understand it’s intimidating,
but there are some deﬁnite
do’s and don’ts. First of all,
don’t be the belligerent guy
that everyone is laughing at.
Everyone is trying to have fun
but no one wants to hear you
going around calling everyone “bro” and yelling about
how many beers deep you
are. Yes, every girl’s eyes will
be on you, but not for any
good reason.
Second, don’t be a creeper.
Standing creepily in the corner staring at people or just
trying to dance with girls as
they walk by is not a good
game plan. Walk over to the
girl catching your eye, and
ask her to dance with you or
start up a conversation with
her. Keep in mind, Bryant is a
relatively small place. People
will remember if you do
weird things. My roommate
and I still refer to one guy as
“the creep” because of something that happened freshman
year. If you do something to
earn a bad reputation, girls

will know about it, and they
Ababwa, almost destroyed
At ﬁrst glance, you may
will remember.
Agrabah, and was sentenced
laugh at my failure to make
Corny pickup lines are a
to death by his future fatherthe ﬁrst move on Jacquelyn
tricky game. There is the
in-law. So stop sitting around
Ammirato, but this is one of
chance you use a corny
many countless attempts. I’ve waiting for us to sweep you
pickup line (realize it’s a
oﬀ your feet, we’re not going
tried everything from the
corny pickup line) and get a
to provide that perfect magic
wine and dine approach to
chuckle out of the girl which
carpet ride.
the lost puppy dog approach.
breaks the ice and allows you
WE GET SO CONFUSED.
Trust me when I say this –
to start a normal conversaYou’ve set the bar so high we
making the ﬁrst move wasn’t
tion. But
couldn’t
there’s also
reach it if
the chance
we had help
that the girl
from Genie.
just doesn’t
That means
get the joke
it’s up to
or is comyou. The
pletely
best ﬁrst
turned oﬀ by
moves althe corniways come
ness.
from the
So if you
woman.
are going to
Let’s look
say, “Is your
at some hislast name
torical eviGillette? Bedence. Peter
cause you’re
Parker
the best a
couldn’t
man can
build up the
get,” have a
courage to
plan of somemake the
thing else to
ﬁrst move
say afteron Mary
wards.
Jane, so she
Pickup lines
kissed him
are just ways
in some
to start a conback alley.
versation,
Do
you
Jackie rejecting Dan’s advances...again. (Jackie Ammirato)
but there are
think he
plenty of more
cared that it was upside
meant for a guy.
normal ways to start talking
down? Of course not, he ﬁAlright ladies, put your
to a girl. Especially in a
nally got with the hot chick
Cosmos down and listen up.
Bryant setting, there are so
I’m about to reveal the unspo- next door; he didn’t care
many things you could bring
about the details.
ken secrets of how to make
up that any girl could relate
Trust me. When the guy
the ﬁrst move on a guy. This
to. Say something about Tupis a foolproof method that can makes the ﬁrst move, it never
per (girls go crazy over that
ends well. Romeo made the
be used on any guy. The one
dog) or ask her if she read
ﬁrst move on Juliet and we all
thing you need to remember
The Battle of the Sexes in The
know how that turned out.
when approaching a man: we
Archway last week.
Edward Cullen eventually
are simple beings. We don’t
My ﬁnal piece of advice is
made the ﬁrst move on Bella
freak out about how our hair
when you are trying to make
Swan in Twilight, and look at
looks or about making it the
the ﬁrst move, have conﬁhow much that messed up her
right moment. If you want it,
dence, but don’t be a jerk.
dating life.
just make a move, we’re
There is a Dos Equis commer- ready.
So if you’ve been waiting
cial that says, “If ever a
for that special someone to
Women, you are so comwoman were there who could plicated. Throughout the
make a move, just take conresist his charm…well, let’s
years, men have had such dif- trol and go for it. What do
face it. There’s not.” You are
you have to lose? When was
ﬁculty trying to ﬁgure you
not the most interesting man
the last time a guy said no
out. In fact, it’s now a cliché
in the world. You are an 18 to
anyways?
not to understand women.
22 year old going to school in
Dan Wieden was a wise
We don’t know what you
Smithﬁeld, Rhode Island.
want, and if we try to ﬁgure it young man who was clearly
There are plenty of people
trying to change a generation
out, we usually just mess
that can resist your charm.
of women when he came up
things up.
Pay attention to how the girl
with the famous slogan for
Let’s take my favorite Disis reacting to your “moves.”
NIKE, “Just Do It”. It doesn’t
ney movie for example - AlThough we are all living in
get any easier than that.
addin. Aladdin skipped and
Bulldog Nation, this is not a
Don’t wait for us to mess it
hopped around making his
time to act like a dog, be a
ﬁrst move on Jasmine, and we up; the ball is in your hands
gentleman.
all know how that turned out. this weekend ladies – make a
move.
He pretended he was Prince

The Opinion pages of The Archway feature the opinions of the
identified columnists and writers, which are not necessarily those of
the newspaper or Bryant University.
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Procrastination: a dangerous gamble
By Collin Heroux
Staﬀ Writer
The allure of procrastination is powerful, strong
enough to draw even the best
and brightest of students into
its thrall. From an early age
until the waning days of college, the urge to postpone
one’s most pressing tasks in
favor of leisurely activities or
easier endeavors is identiﬁable to all people.
This ever-present specter
fulﬁlls human needs superﬁcially, and on a deeper psychological level. Some of the
reasons that people procrastinate are readily apparent,
while others can only be discovered by examining a person’s entire lifespan.
When forced to select between completing a diﬃcult
assignment and socializing
with friends, playing video
games, or another alternative
which provides pleasure, the
decision initially falls to the
nature of the person in question.
The ﬁrst time a person
faces the dilemma of procrastination, they may well reject
the temptation. Such a choice
typically arises in grade
school, when a child’s basic
values and work ethic are still
strong and readily enforced.
Students in elementary
schools do not thrive oﬀ of social interaction in the way
many high school or college
students do. While playing
with friends is important at a
young age, the fear of reprimand from parents still carries weight, as do the grades
handed down on report cards.
However, due to curiosity,
peer pressure, or one of the
countless forces which drive
people to deviate from their
norms and break molds, a
student will ultimately shirk

his or her duties once, and so
begins a slide down the most
slippery of slopes.
The seeds sown when a
student ﬁrst procrastinates
may not blossom immediately, but typically emerge
during or before high school.
Students who procrastinate
successfully feel that they can
do it more frequently, while
those who failed their ﬁrst attempt may lose interest in the
educational system.
Herein lays the reason that
procrastination appeals to
people of all academic skill
levels, and why it has become
such a pervasive and reinforced epidemic among students, even within higher
education. Procrastination
works in some way for everyone, and its widespread appeal ensures that it is here to
stay.
For higher-level students,
coursework does not feel
challenging enough, and as
such can be accomplished in a
smaller amount of time. For

tomed to a new level of freedom as adults.
Freedom, once gained, becomes a central point of an
adolescent’s existence. The
boy who was told what to do
for many years by parents
and teachers, now has, in
some sense, more control over
his own destiny.
The concept of maturation
and growth in the mind of the
student creates in children a
loathing for tasks given to
them by others. The contrast
between the day’s classes and
the night’s freedom and fun
breeds a desire to avoid the
displeasure the typically-monotonous school day brings.
Educators who would
decry procrastination have, in
some part, themselves, and
the system of which they are a
part, to blame for this phenomenon. School systems
today are, by and large,
unimaginative bores, imposing rigidity upon hormonal
creatures programmed to resist.

‘Students who procrastinate successfully feel that they can do it more frequently, while those who failed their
ﬁrst attempt may lose interest in the
educational system.’
the lower end of the spectrum, procrastination allows
students to put oﬀ dealing
with a grading system which
has shown them no kindness.
Also contributory to this
widespread practice, mostly
among older students, is the
concept of freedom. In high
school, when students have
their “rites of passage” in
learning to drive and turning
18, they must grow accus-

Homework assignments,
intended to reinforce learning, are instead interpreted as
infringements upon a type of
liberty which a student is only
just learning to manage. At
all levels of education, assignments practically beg for rejection via procrastination.
This conditioning of students to procrastinate in high
school, a composite function
of both the student’s psychology and environment, can ul-

timately create
problems when
the time comes to
graduate to
higher education.
Students who
may have breezed
through high
school procrastinating on every
assignment must
adapt to a new
workload and environment, something not made
easy after four or
more years of reinforcement of
such a habit.
The adaptation
may be a success,
and in some cases
a student may
even realize the
inherent ﬂaws
Ulimate Cheating (MCT Campus)
and self-defeating
pears, leaving the student
psychological trickery instranded in a no-man’s-land,
volved in convincing oneself
devoid of motivation. In a
to procrastinate. However,
world where a college degree
for others, the damage has
is practically necessary to
been done.
land a decent job, this can
Procrastination works on a
cripple not only academic
circular logical cycle that only
success, but future prospects,
allows for the completion of
and must be avoided at all
tasks by arbitrary intervencosts.
tion. A student convinces his
As with any habit, the
or herself to postpone the unmost eﬀective way to avoid a
desirable task and do someproblem is to never let it take
thing else, vowing to
root. Students today must recomplete the task at a later
alize that procrastination is a
time.
habit, habits are enforced, and
This vow, however, is an
an unchecked habit of proarbitrary condition which excrastination can ultimately
ists tangentially to the main
threaten a person’s very livelilogical loop, which only seeks
hood.
to minimize pain and maxiThis problem, which may
mize pleasure in the shorthave seemed so ﬂeeting and
term scope. Eventually, like
minor in grade school, can bean AI from a bad science-ﬁccome a beast, a monster
tion movie, the brain will realwhich will render a person
ize that the completion of this
unable to comprehend the
task at all is a violation of its
gravity of grades and success,
logical loop.
and to realize the destructive
As such, the arbitrary conpath down which procrastinadition, the entire reason protion can lead the unwary stucrastinators ultimately
dent.
complete their work, disap-

Neither here nor there: breaking free of gay stereotypes
By Jonathan De Costa
Contributing Writer
I live in multiple worlds.
The ﬁrst is one of clear dichotomous labels:
black/white, male/female,
gay/straight. This is the social
world that would choose to
deﬁne us—homosexuals— in
a way that is not representative of the “us”. It’s the world
that wants to categorize the
“us” like store barcodes.
It is in this world that I see
my gay brothers and sisters
on the path to class, even as
no one sees them. I see them
on the sidewalk by the Unitarian Church, holding hands,
kissing, embracing. I see their
shameful expression as they
realize they’ve been found
out. I see their deﬁance—
their pride— as they realize
they’ve been found out. I see
them nowhere and everywhere—hiding in plain sight.
The label of being gay, as it
relates to being straight, is a
conﬁning one when you think
about it. What does the label
being gay even mean? It

means, for me, that I am attracted to guys, emotionally
and physically. That is all it
should mean for me, and yet
my writing is regularly inﬂuenced by it.
I think about being gay almost every day. If I were labeled straight, I would not
think about what it means
quite as often. I would be
straight, and that is all. My
straightness would be invisible because it is normative—
majority. Being straight is
given. No one will question
you for being straight, nor
will they deﬁne you in such
rigid terms as if you were gay.
You are the way you are because you are you, not because you are straight.
If you are gay, somehow
that label becomes a large
part of you. When I dislike
sports, it is because I am a homosexual male, not because I
am an individual that dislikes
sports. When I express my
creativity, it is because I am a
homosexual, not that I happen to be creative. The label
of being gay becomes associ-

ated with every mundane
part of life.
Gay people oft choose to
not label themselves so that
they may be invisible and not
upset the status quo. They
choose to ﬁt in, because they
realize that once they choose
the label of being gay, they
will be subject to the majority’s projection of them. They
will suddenly be scrutinized
for their homosexuality.
Gay men are ﬂamboyant,
fashionable, overly sexual,
and in your face about their
sexuality. When we are not
perceived as these things, we
do not disprove any stereotype—we are just an exception to the gay label. When we
are perceived as these things,
we are proof of the stereotype. There is no escaping the
stereotype. This is where I, a
gay male, reach a predicament—I want to be invisible. I
want being homosexual to not
deﬁne me, but each day I
wrestle with the projections
placed upon me by society.
To be gay is to be in a constant state of wrestling with

projections.
It is in wrestling with projections that we are enslaved.
Some of us choose to retreat
from this enslavement to a
world that can hopefully see
the “us” for what we are. We
go to gay bars and clubs and
places friendly to our kind.
We meet people who understand what it means to be
“diﬀerent”. We meet people
who are like us, who understand the “us.”
But as we retreat, we carry
the projections with us. We
tell other men that we “act
straight” or that we “aren’t
that gay”. We shave our
chests. We get buﬀ. We deﬁne
our sexual roles in all too dichotomous terms by dominance: top/bottom,
pitcher/catcher, giver/receiver. And ultimately that
world we went to escape to,
to feel right in, makes us feel
incomplete—soulless. The
“us” is lost. Anything that
would make us feel unique is
lost in the hodgepodge of
stereotypes that we carry with
us. Our relationships are bro-

ken, and we are left in the
same state we started in.
We reenter the dichotomous world we primarily inhabit—eyes glazed with
disappointment. We wonder
where we belong and how we
ﬁt in.
Then, someday, a realization sets in. We realize that we
belong neither here nor there.
We are at the crossroads of
many worlds—for we are
their teachers, parents, police,
writers, servicemen, bankers,
clergy, and paupers. We are
everywhere. It is in this realization that we shake wildly
free of the stereotypes that are
projected on us. It is in this
that we conﬁde. It is in this
that we must focus to break
the oppressive shackles of society.
Though we must bear the
indecency of stereotypes, we
are now free to realize that we
are more than the sum of
stereotypes. We are now free
to rally about what makes us
diﬀerent—what little that really is.

Have an opinion? Email aevangel@bryant.edu. Let your voice be heard!
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Super committee fails, now what? Female inequality
By Nicholas Calabro
Staﬀ Writer
As everyone should remember, this bipartisan super
committee was formed by
President Obama as part of a
deal that prevented a total default in early August. This
committee had the task of developing a budget, and now
they have failed to reach a
budget deal, leaving America’s future unclear.
Actually, according to
Forbes.com, there are four
scenarios which are possible.
The ﬁrst involves a continued
gridlock. What will happen
then is “ﬁrst, $1.2 trillion of
automatic across-the-board
spending cuts will kick-in on
October 1, 2012. Second, the
Bush tax cuts will expire for
everyone at the end of that
year. In addition, the temporary cuts in the payroll tax
and the extension of unemployment beneﬁts may not be
continued.” So, what’s the
recommended response?
An author on Forbes.com
says Americans should be designing their own budgets as
if the payroll tax cut was already gone (for example
using the extra income to pay
oﬀ high- interest debt), the tax
hike will likely be what aﬀects

Americans the most.
Forbes.com also recommends bracing yourself for
higher income and capital
gains taxes. One way they
recommend doing this is by
selling any shares of stock
you have, and “converting as
much of your pre-tax retirement money to Roth accounts
as you can (paying less now
not more later) .”
The second scenario applies if the Democrats are victorious. If that happens by
some of their own rhetoric,
they will repeal the Bush tax
cuts for “individuals making
over $200 thousand a year, as
well as, couples earning $250
thousand a year.” According
to Forbes.com, “there has also
been talk of a new, higher rate
on incomes over $1 million a
year.” If any of this applies to
you, it is again recommended
that you convert pre-tax income into Roth accounts.
In the third scenario, the
outcome of a Republican victory, tax increases are oﬀ the
table. According to
Forbes.com, “many of them
(Republican Presidential candidates) would even eliminate
taxes on capital gains and dividends altogether. On the
other hand, there could be a
reduction in exemptions, de-

ductions, and credits to simplify the tax code and help
pay for lower rates.” These
would make saving easier but
the Republican plan for Social
Security and Medicare (raise
retirement age and reduce
spending) may make it all the
more necessary.
According to Forbes.com,
“the Ryan plan would transform Medicare into a deﬁned
contribution premium support plan to help retirees purchase private health
insurance. If the health insurance premium is more than
what the government is willing to pay, guess where that
money is coming from?”
Finally the fourth scenario
has an element of compromise in it between the Democrats’ refusal to make cuts in
entitlement programs and the
Republicans’ refusal to raise
taxes. As Forbes.com states,
“Politicians in both parties
have been kicking the can
down the road and now we’ll
have to pay the price in
higher taxes and/or lower
beneﬁts if we don’t want to
turn into Greece.” The future
is uncertain but there is a lesson: “We need to sit down
around our kitchen tables and
set priorities,” according to
Forbes.com.

Letters to the Editor
To the editor:
While it is clear that
Bryant's Collegiate Entrepreneur's Organization (CEO)
has accomplished a great deal
in helping students launch
their own businesses and providing free consulting services to nonproﬁts, we are
surprised to learn that they
have received the award of
best CEO chapter in the country. This award recognizes
various accomplishments including workshops and guest
speakers.

A year ago, CEO brought
entrepreneur Dave Portnoy of
Barstool Sports to campus.
His website takes pride in degrading women and gay men
leading many of us in the
Bryant community to wonder
why CEO didn't choose to invite an entrepreneur who is
successful without demeaning
women.
Following some public
commentary and criticism of
CEO's decision to invite Portnoy to campus, he posted a
vile, vicious, and odious at-

tack on our female Vice President for Academic Aﬀairs.
What does this say about
the mission of CEO and the
character of success?
Janet Dean
Nanci Weinberger
Maura Coughlin
Judith McDonnell
Terri Hasseler
Toby Simon
Sam Grabelle
Cileine de Lourenco
Lori Johnson
Judy Barrett Litoﬀ

Classified Ads
Buying
Holiday ornaments to decorate my cozy little room.
Anything will do as long as it
spreads the holiday cheer,
blinks, and has some #glitter.
Also, I would buy some candles. We need to trade the
candles oﬀ campus though;
there are too many RAs and
RDs lurking. Email mchapman@bryant.edu
Coupons or gift cards paid
for in cold_hard_$$$. Momma
missed out on the Black Friday shopping and Cyber
Monday Craze. I like to buy
gifts from ﬁne establishments
like Nordstrom as well as Target and other hypermarkets.
Text 203.671.2529
Cool Holiday decorations.
We have tried to decorate our
townhouse but the girls next
door are blowing us out of the
water. We need help in this
decorating war.
-The Boys of O5
A Web Editor. These December grads are killing us.
Help.
-The Archway

Selling

Messages

BUS 400 Case Book, MKT
412 Strategic Marketing by
Kerin and Rodgers, ENT 381
Case Package. Email kmcdono2@bryant.edu

Dear EFFIN’S: LAST RESORT,
Thank you for all the great
dances and Narragansett
beers. My housemates and I
are lamenting over the closure
of your ﬁne business. We will
ﬁnd new places to shake our
#bumbums but no place will
be as #funfun.

I am pimping my bearded
friend out to anyone who
needs a fake Santa Claus in
the next month. I can totally
spray paint his beard and we
will provide the red and
white suit. WE LOVE CHILDREN!! Email
pmathur@bryant.edu
I am selling my 2005 Toyota Corolla S. 130K miles.
Great condition $7,500 OBO.
See picture below. If you need
any other info, please let me
know.
-Email jadams1@bryant.edu

Dear Freshman,
I hope you are not upset
you gained 15 pounds just before the holiday season. Sophomores: enjoy the ride!
Juniors—you had better start
looking for those internships!!
Seniors, how is that J.O.B.
search coming???!! This was a
message about the ugly truth.
Joelle Sopariawala,
We would like to wish you
a very Happy 21st Birthday.
We hope you do ridiculous
things this weekend so we can
take embarrassing pictures of
you for a change.
Love,
The Senior Class

Continued from page 11

realizes that equality does not
exist. It is possible, though.
Education, awareness, and
discussion are the steps towards this. There is hope for a
diﬀerent society, one where
these issues do not exist at all
rather than not being considered.
Talking about mistreatment to one another will
spread awareness. Learning
about eﬀorts and failures, discovering core issues and
moves to end these, will bring
America closer to the equality

it promises.
Maybe you’re not convinced that there is any problem at all. If so, then the only
thing anyone can ask of you is
to really think about it. Think
about society and women.
Think about your life, how
you want to be treated, how
you want your mothers,
daughters, and sisters to be
treated. Thought will change
the world.

Proﬁt and Loss
Winter Sports
The Bryant Bulldogs have kicked oﬀ the winter
sports season. Come show your support at the
basketball, swimming, and winter track and
ﬁeld events!
Finals, ﬁnals, ﬁnals
Yup, it’s that time of the season again - ﬁnals!
Time to get up at 8am to score a classroom for
you and your friends...if you’re lucky.
Last issue of the semester...
This is the last issue of The Archway (just for
this semester). Our ﬁrst issue next semester
comes out February 3!

Bryant Said What!?
Compiled by Bryant Students

“At least there isn’t a shortage of plan B.”
“I just drunk texted my mom.”
Student 1: “It’s raining so hard.”
Student 2: “Noah, where’s your ark? You got two
animals right here!”
Biology professor: “By the time they got to kinder
garten, my kids were like walking antibiotics.”
Student 1: “I’m tired...”
Student 2: “Drink some coﬀee!”
Student 1: “But I don’t like it...but I guess that’s
never stopped me before.”
“Is it still boxed wine if it’s actually in a bag in the
box? Then you take it out of said bag and put it in a
bottle?”
Student 1: “Did you have a good birthday?”
Student 2: “I think so. I snuck into the employees
lounge and got the entire shuttle chanting pizza.”
Student 1: “I really just want to go to sleep. That
kind of looks like a bed.”
Student 2: “That’s a table. We are in the middle of
ACE right now.”
“Who the hell drives a red Nissan Sentra, and why
the hell did you let me drive it home last night?”
E-mail funny quotes to aevangel@bryant.edu
Doyouhavearesponsetoanarticleyouread?
Commentaryona
campusissueor
situation?

Write a
Letter to the Editor!
Logontothewebsite
www.BryantArchway.com
ore-mailarchway@bryant.edu
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You heard what? A NEW
Christmas song on the radio?!
By Katie Hurley
Variety Editor
Every year, the day after
Thanksgiving marks the first
day of Christmas music on
radio stations nationwide.
From Nat King Cole, to
Mariah Carey, to the Beach
Boys, we’ve heard ‘em all a
million times. Yes, we are all
ready to buckle down as
“Dominic the Donkey”, “All I
want for Christmas is You”
and the “Chipmunk Song”
bombard our thoughts and
hearts for the next month! But
where do all of our favorite
artists disappear to during the
holiday season? Right here!
Enjoy the following playlist
and add a little zest to your
12 days of Christmas music:
1) Bob Dylan
Must Be Santa
2) Run DMC
Christmas in Hollis
3) The Smashing Pumpkins
Christmastime

4) Sara Bareilles
Winter Song
5) U2
Christmas (Baby Please
Come Home)
6) She & Him
I’ll be Home for Christmas
7) Amber Riley (Glee’s Mer
cedes)
All I Want for Christmas is
You
8) Lady Gaga
Christmas Tree
9) Dave Matthews Band and
Tim Reynolds
Christmas Song
10) Taylor Swift
Christmas Must be Some
thing More
11) Train
Shake Up Christmas
12) Kenny Chesney
All I Want for Christmas is
a Really Good Tan

The cast of Glee together at the Golden Globe Awards. (MCT Campus)

The Twilight Saga: Breaking Dawn, Part 1
By Coburn Childs
Variety Editor
“Forever is only the beginning” claims the tagline of the
new Twilight movie. And, my
God, is that just the ultimate
horrible and ironic truth in
the abominable ﬁlm Breaking
Dawn. Unfortunately for the
audience, “forever” does not
even begin to describe how
long and drawn-out this
chapter in the Twilight saga
really is.
Picking up where the
last—and much more bearable—ﬁlm Eclipse left oﬀ,
Breaking Dawn begins with a
yawn, plods along slower
than a snail, and does not pick
up any steam until literally
the ﬁnal ﬁve minutes. (To say
the least, this is a problem for
a nearly-100-minute movie.)

Indeed, the movie has almost
no plot, no concept of pacing,
and terrible acting from much
of the cast (although leads
Kristen Stewart and Robert
Pattinson have thankfully
honed their skills considerably since the ﬁrst ﬁlm). However, these complaints only
scratch the surface of Breaking Dawn’s ﬂaws, as the nonsensical subtext to the movie
is the most grievous oﬀense of
all.
First, I will start with what
few positives exist in this ﬁlm.
After all, the hype for these
movies is huge, so there has
got to be a point, right?
Thankfully, the production
value of Breaking Dawn is
top-notch, as the budget has
been largely increased, and
the cinematography is all-encompassing and beautiful.
Furthermore, I give Breaking

Dawn some recognition for
“Most Awesome Soundtrack
That Does Not Belong in a
Crappy Movie,” as Iron &
Wine, Bruno Mars, Angus &
Julia Stone, and Christina
Perri are a few of the talents
that contribute to the ﬁlm.
However, these contextual elements are where my praise
becomes limited, as the rest of
the ﬁlm is a mess.
Starting with the very beginning, Breaking Dawn has
literally nowhere to go storywise. In fact, you could describe the entire “story arc”
(yes, the quotation marks are
necessary) of the ﬁlm in one
sentence: Edward and Bella
get pregnant on their honeymoon, which ticks oﬀ a lot of
people. Seriously, NOTHING
ELSE HAPPENS IN THIS
MOVIE!
My biggest complaint with

the ﬁlm is the overall tone
and general meaning behind
the lack of story and terrible
dialogue. Breaking Dawn
seems to proclaim that marriage is miserable, weddings
are depressing, sex is scary
and leads to instant pregnancy, and ﬁnding true love
will cost you your family,
friends, health, and safety.
Hooray! Life is awful! Obviously, I know this isn’t supposed to be some sort of
“hidden message” ﬁlm, and
I’m sure the ﬁlmmakers don’t
believe all of this – but I have
to question why they made
the movie so incredibly dull,
lifeless, and grim. And why
do so many fans swoon over
the supposed “romance” of
the ﬁlm? Someone help me
out?
Breaking Dawn is not a
good movie. It is nonsense.

On a positive note, the ﬁlm
ends, and it ends with at least
a little sign of life (pun intended) that signals a lot more
action to come in “Part II”
next summer. I am four
movies into this series, so at
this point it is pretty much a
matter of escalating commitment that keeps me seeing
these ﬁlms. Here is to hoping
that the ﬁnal chapter will actually tell a story.

This movie earned 1.5
out of 5 bulldogs

Are you interested
in writing for the
Variety section?
Did you know we have a reimbursement policy?
We’ll give you a full reimbursement
for a movie ticket and a partial for a
concert ticket!

Email the Archway at
archway@bryant.edu for more
info!
Breaking Dawn’s cast at a news conference at Comic-Con 2011 International. (MCT Campus)
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Box oﬃce joys: 2011 in review
By Dan Cournoyer
Contributing Writer
Last week you may have
read about the top ﬁve
“Turkeys” of 2011. Despite
those box oﬃce ﬂops, there
were numerous box oﬃce
successes. This year has seen
its fair share of sequels – eight
of the top ten grossing ﬁlms
this year. We saw success
from Harry Potter, Transformers, Twilight, The Hangover, Pirates, Fast Five, Planet
of the Apes, and Cars. You
should see how Harry, Edward, and Optimus Prime
solve their problems this year,
but you may also want to see
some original movies.
Action – Limitless
Limitless is the story of
Eddie Morra (Bradley
Cooper) who takes a pill that
allows him to climb the social
ladder. Cooper shows his
versatility in Limitless by
going from a worthless bum
to a know-it-all ﬁnancial ana-

lyst. Originally, Shia LaBeouf
was casted to play the main
character, but dropped out at
the last minute. I liked Holes
and Transformers, but I was
glad to see he stepped out of
the way for Cooper. So check
out Limitless, it won’t disappoint you. Seriously,
wouldn’t you take a pill that
would make you rich and
powerful? Yeah, me too.
Family – Rango
Cars 2 was released in 2011
and was referred to as Pixar’s
ﬁrst bad movie. This disappointment left the doors wide
open for family movies. Although it wasn’t a hit in theaters, Rango was one of the
top family ﬁlms of 2011.
Johnny Depp plays a
chameleon who has to use his
wit to get by in a tough new
town. The subtle humor in
this animated movie provides
fun for kids and adults alike.
Biographical – Soul Surfer
A lack of biographical

movies this year allowed Soul
Surfer to coast into victory.
The movie is about Bethany
Hamilton, a professional
surfer, who loses an arm in a
shark attack. Bethany shows
the world her courage by returning to the surﬁng circuit
minus one limb. It’s incredible to see this girl struggle
with media, friends, family,
and everyday tasks. Movies
usually provide us with time
to get away from the stress in
our own lives, but can also
provide an outlet for us to
step into the lives of others.
Comedy – Horrible Bosses
If you didn’t see Horrible
Bosses this summer, you
missed out. Horrible Bosses
is a story of three best friends
who plan to murder their
bosses, played by Kevin
Spacey, Jennifer Aniston, and
Colin Farrell. If it wasn’t for
Charlie Day and Jason Bateman, the bosses in this movie
would have stolen the show.
Finally, a blockbuster comedy

Pursuing a dream
By Kassandra Pasovschi
Staﬀ Writer
Nothing is ever guaranteed. It’s the things you want
the most in life that you must
ﬁght for. For my mom,
Michelle, it was to become a
certiﬁed full time teacher and
to have her own class room in
the States. After moving to the
U.S. from Canada, her job
search has been nothing but
diﬃcult. In spite of the challenge, she strived to succeed.
She would not take no for an
answer.
After graduating Concordia University, she was a certiﬁed teacher in Canada with
full health beneﬁts. The
United States limited her options as her certiﬁcation was
solely in Canada. As a single
mom, she has faced several ﬁnancial burdens over the past
decade. Working as a substitute teacher in schools in our
town gave her the ability
teach; however, she was not
where she desired to be.
This past winter, she did
what it took and passed three
exams to receive her certiﬁcation in the States. She passed
these exams after having the
whooping cough for over two
months. She continued ﬁghting and made it through.
However, this still was not
enough.
Receiving her certiﬁcation
was only half the battle. Now,
she had to ﬁnd a job. She applied to many schools in the
area and grew discouraged as
she was denied time and time
again. This September she
continued to teach despite
everything.
Finally, she received a
phone call asking if she was

still interested in a teaching
position. She was overwhelmed and went to the interview just as she had several
times before. I knew she deserved this job. She has
worked so hard and has such
an incredible ability to teach
and make learning fun for

story portrays that you are
not always going to get what
you desire the ﬁrst time
around. Whether it is an A on
an exam, a spot on a Varsity
sports team, a role in a play,
or a job, you must continue to
persevere even if you don’t
get it at ﬁrst.

‘Nothing in life is easy. This story
portrays that you are not always going
to get what you desire the ﬁrst time
around.’
even those who have more
diﬃculty than others.
When she told me she got
the job, I was so proud of her.
She is ﬁnally in a good place
and has completely turned
the classroom around. The
children love her and she
could not be happier.“ I have
never seen your mother as
happy as she is now,” her
boyfriend said. “Her eyes
ﬁlled with tears, and as they
streamed down her cheeks
she told me that she could not
believe it,” he said. I am
proud to say that she is my
mom and that she overcame
all the obstacles that were
placed before her.
Nothing in life is easy. This

There will always be a
challenge placed before you.
It is how you choose to overcome it that shapes your character and allows you to
become successful no matter
which path you take.
At Bryant, students are encouraged to pursue their
dreams and to ﬁnd their passion. It is diﬃcult to ﬁnd a job
today, but through the Amica
Center students can be placed
into their respective ﬁelds.
For my mom, as an adult,
she knew what she wanted
and stuck with it. She did not
give up or change her mind
and now after several years of
hard work she is where she
belongs.

Michelle, Kassandra’s mom, teaching.(Kassandra Pasovschi)

that doesn’t need to use tacky
humor has hit the big screen.
The relationships between the
bosses and the main characters will have you choking on
your popcorn.
Drama – The Descendants
WARNING: If you watch
this movie you will fall in
love with Shailene Woodley.
Men will want to date her and
women will want to be her.
The Descendants is her breakout ﬁlm, this girl is going to
be big. I can’t describe her
character; you just have to see
it. George Clooney is her
white Hawaiian father who is
going through a diﬃcult time.
His wife is in a coma and he is
left to take care of his two
daughters who cause trouble.
When Clooney’s character
ﬁnds out his wife was cheating on him before her accident, the family goes on a trip
to confront her lover. This
movie teeters on the line of
being too sad, but quickly
pulls back the tears with awk-

ward humor. The Descendants’ current Rotten Tomatoes rating is 91%. Hands
down, this is a must-see from
2011.

Cast of The Descendants
(from left to right): Shailene
Woodley, George Clooney,
and Amara Miller. (MCT Campus)

Poetry Corner
Rain

By Kassandra Pasovschi
Staﬀ Writer
Rain falls outside my window. Sitting peacefully and
quietly. No other sound but
the pitter patter of raindrops
and the splashing of water as
cars drive by. Life today and
life tomorrow. Today is just
today and tomorrow is another to follow. What to be expected is uncertain. We know
not what will happen, but
what has happened and what
is happening. What has happened is in our past. What is
happening cannot be stopped.
But what will happen can be
changed. Only by you and by
you alone. As you suﬀer, you
must ignore it. As your hurt,
you must endure it. And as
your questioning, you must
have faith. These are things
you must do in order to survive. In order to survive life
itself. Life can be deﬁned in
many ways and can be looked
upon diﬀerently by many
people. You may see it as a
burden, or as a gift. Something we have to get through,
or something we are blessed
with. Always wishing away
time, or living for every moment. Knowing you’re growing old, or realizing there is so
much life left within you. Always being afraid, or taking
that risk. You may live life in
fear. Fear of trying something
new. Never knowing what
the outcome is going to be.
That is one of the biggest
problems because if you live
in fear, you cannot really live
at all. No matter how fun peo-

ple say something is and that
you should try it you just
can’t. You must follow all the
rules, what you know is good,
safe, and right. You should
not limit yourself to what you
can do no matter how old you
are. You can’t always be in
fear of getting hurt. Life is
scary and there are several
dangers on the earth we live
in. but if we live in fear, we
are not really living at all. You
will look back at something
and wish you had tried something or gone somewhere.
You will regret not doing it.
Regret is an unbearable pain.
A pain felt not because you
try something and fail, but the
pain that you were too scared
to even try. A feeling deep
within your soul making you
want to go back and turn
around. Life will throw you
many opportunities, and you
must take them. Don’t be
afraid because once it passes,
it may be too late to get it
back. You will lose it, and it
will be gone forever. Leaving
words unsaid, and things undone. You mustn’t build a
wall, block people out worried of being hurt. Many people will come and go in your
life. That’s just how life is.
You cannot be scared of letting someone in because you
are afraid they will leave. You
cannot be scared of trust. You
cannot be scared of love. You
cannot be scared of the future.
You mustn’t be afraid of life.
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The Archway
needs a new
slogan!

4:30pm - 6:30pm only

Vote for your favorites at
www.Bryantarchway.com/
slogan

TAILORING
& DRY
CLEANING
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Hours: Mon.-Fri. 7am-6pm
Sat. 8:30am-4:00pm
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You know you want to try it.
Now you can with no obligation and no commitment!
Call today : 3 classes and boxing gloves for only
$29.99. Experience an energizing mixed martial arts
class firsthand!

3 Commerce St., Greenville, RI 02828
401-949-3525

Also offering
am & pm
Yoga classes

